
GW2040 for Road Signage in Harsh Environments

The Client
The National Roads Authority is responsible for the safety and efficiency of 
the national roads network, including overall responsibility for planning and 
supervision of construction and maintenance works on these roads.

The network carries approximately 45% of the country's total road traffic. 
Most of Ireland's freight is distributed by road, and the growth in exports in 
2010 was very apparent on some of Ireland's major routes, with Dublin Port 
Tunnel traffic growing by 10%, year on year.

To ensure the safety, efficiency and smooth running of the roadways, the 
NRA is committed to building and deploying an advanced road information 
service for road users. 

"People want up to the minute information about everything including 
traffic incidents, tolls, construction locations and weather alerts," says Paul 
Redfern, Senior Consultant at IBI Group. IBI Group are the NRA's Intelligent 
Transport Systems (ITS) designers and system integrators.

The Business Challenge
As part of the national development system to deliver reliable information 
and communications road users expect, the NRA needed to install a large 
number of new digital road signs on primary motorways. These signs are 
used to display information on time to junction, traffic delays, accident 
reports, and weather warnings.

Ireland is renowned for harsh and varying weather conditions, such as snow, 
wind and rain. Motorways are notoriously exposed environments, so the 
solution needed to provide reliability in a variety of punishing conditions.

NRA required a redundant 3G access solution along with multiple Ethernet 
ports to provide access to two IP vehicle recognition cameras; a further port 
for digital signage and one for a UPS (Uninterruptable Power Supply). The 
router needed to integrate into NRA's existing network monitoring system.

"NRA are investing in high technology communications systems and so 
were looking for a solution that will scale accordingly to deliver the capacity 
needed for good quality digital signage." says Redfern.

Quick View Summary
Customer: National Roads Authority
Industry: Transportation
Location: Ireland

Business Challenges
Harsh environment 
Support for APN failover
Detect connection state of remote servers
Integrate into NRA's SNMP network 
monitoring system
Large number of sites
Wired broadband not an option
Support multiple roadside devices
Operate on HSDPA and HSUPA bands
Scable technology
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The Solution 
IBI Group looked at many options and decided to recommend Virtual Access 
to deliver the best solution. Virtual Access design and manufacture a range 
of business class routers, many of which have an extreme temperature 
option. As well as providing a solution for extreme environments, Virtual 
Access offers a selection of routers that offer multiple Ethernet ports, support 
wireless GPRS and 3G and can operate on HSDPA and HSUPA bands.

"It is essential to keep motorists informed of the latest conditions, whether 
it is weather, delays or hazards," explains Redfern. "The Virtual Access 
GW2040 router appealed to us as it is technically compliant, highly 
configurable, and locally provided with excellent after sales support.

Because of the variety and remoteness of site locations, wired broadband 
was not an option, so dual SIM was an important feature. Finally, the router 
has multiple ports to connect to all the devices we needed it to."

The dual SIM architecture on the GW2040 ensures that a backup 3G 
network can take over should the primary network fail. The router detects a 
network problem and fails over to a standby SIM/APN if necessary.

The GW2040 also supports SMS, so if the packet switched side of the 
network is down, commands can still be sent to the router to perform 
diagnostics or even a reload. 

The GW2040 offers an industrial operating temperature range of -20°C to 
+70°C.

Virtual Access pre-configured the routers with the required site specific 
settings to reduce the integration time required to deploy the routers. They 
also provided software updates to address any issues identified during the 
testing period, ensuring that the routers were ready to go on installation.

Latest update
The new system has allowed the NRA to rapidly deploy ITS equipment in 
remote locations at minimal setup cost and installation effort.

Following the successful installation of GW2040 routers over 100 sites, 
Virtual Access implemented a new network locking feature. This feature 
allows NRA to lock the network service to a particular service provider. This 
was essential in border areas to prevent roaming and essessive network 
charges. 

Solution
Technically compliant
Extreme environment temperature range
Dual SIM
Integrated 4-port switch 
Supports wireless GPRS and 3G
Operates on HSDPA and HSUPA bands
Highly configurable
Pre-configured before installation
Minimal setup cost and installation effort
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